Abstract. Jumbled pattern matching addresses the problem of finding all permuted occurrences of a substring in a text. We introduce two improved algorithms for exact jumbled matching of short patterns. Our solutions apply SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) computation in order to quickly filter the text. One of them utilizes the equal any operation and the other searches for the least frequent character of the pattern. Our experiments show that the best algorithm is 30% faster than previous algorithms for short English patterns.

1 Introduction

Given a text $T = t_0 t_1 \cdots t_{n-1}$ and pattern $P = p_0 p_1 \cdots p_{m-1}$ over a finite alphabet $\Sigma$ of size $\sigma$, the task of exact string matching \cite{30} is to find all the occurrences of $P$ in $T$, i.e. all the positions $i$ such that $t_i t_{i+1} \cdots t_{i+m-1} = p_0 p_1 \cdots p_{m-1}$. In jumbled pattern matching \cite{7,10}, the aim is to find all substrings of $T$ which are permutations of $P$. Jumbled matching is also known as permutation matching or Abelian matching. In other words, a substring $u$ of $T$ is a jumbled equivalent to $P$ if the count of each character in $P$ is equal to its count in $u$ and $|P| = |u|$ holds. For example, a permutation $abcd$ of the pattern $P = edcba$ occurs in the text $T = aabecd$.

Parikh vectors \cite{33} can be used to identify jumbled substrings. Over a finite ordered alphabet, a Parikh vector $p(S)$ is defined as the vector of multiplicities of the characters of a string $S$. For instance, if $S = baadabbdd$ be a string over $\Sigma = \{a, b, c, d\}$, then the Parikh vector $p(S)$ is $(3, 3, 0, 3)$.

Initially, simple counting solutions \cite{17,25,29} have been presented for jumbled pattern matching. These solutions work in linear time. The main idea of these algorithms is to scan the text from left to right and maintain counts of characters in a sliding alignment window of text. Originally, these counting algorithms were developed as filtration methods for online approximate string matching, but they recognize jumbled patterns as a side-effect when no errors are allowed. Also many other algorithms \cite{6,8,13,16} have been introduced for jumbled pattern matching.

In this article, we introduce new algorithms for exact jumbled matching for short patterns. Our solutions apply the SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) extensions of the SSE technology \cite{18,22,24}, which makes possible to process multiple characters at the same time. In this way, we are able to process the text in chunks of 16 characters resulting in faster execution for short patterns. We present two new algorithms based on filtration with SIMD instructions. One of them applies the equal any SIMD operation and the other searches for the least frequent character of the pattern. Our emphasis is on the practical efficiency of the algorithms and we show the competitiveness of the new algorithms by practical experiments. The best one of our algorithms achieves a speed-up of 30% for short English patterns.
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The bit operations represented in pseudocodes are identical to the notations used in the C programming language. The operator $\ll$ represents the left shift operation and $\gg$ corresponds to the right shift operation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains an extensive review on applications of jumbled pattern matching, Section 3 is an introduction to SIMD computation, Section 4 reviews earlier solutions, Sections 5 and 6 describe our new solutions, Section 7 presents the results of practical experiments, and Section 8 concludes the article.

2 Applications of Jumbled Matching

In recent past, several variations of jumbled pattern matching have originated. The problem has numerous applications in the field of bioinformatics such as alignment of strings \cite{1}, SNP discovery \cite{3}, discovery of repeated patterns \cite{14}, and the interpretation of mass spectrometry data \cite{2}. Other applications \cite{5} of jumbled pattern matching include string matching with a dyslectic word processor, table rearrangements, anagram checking, scrabble playing, and episode matching.

2.1 Gene Clustering

Jumbled matching can be used to find those genes that are closely related to one another. Sequencing of genome has become a regular practice in the last few decades, which in turn has led to the analysis of genomes at gene level \cite{11,36} and the correlation of genes. Genes having similar functionality are correlated to each other. Gene clustering \cite{31,26} helps to find the genes that are closely related to each other irrespective of the order in which they occur. Consistent occurrences of genes in the close proximity across genomes are believed to be functionally related. However, the order of the genes in chromosomes may be different. These kind of gene clusters help in solving the problem of local alignment of genes.

In the case of discovery of repeated patterns \cite{14}, jumbled matching algorithms can be used to solve the problem of local alignment of genes. However, the order of the occurrences of genes may not be the same. These can be usually modeled by Parikh fingerprints or character sets \cite{4}. In other words, a group of genes that can appear in different order in genomes may have similarity.

2.2 Composition Alignment

In composition matching \cite{1}, the main idea is to match among the substrings that have similar composition or order. Composition alignment of two strings $P$ and $T$ having a scoring function $SF(p,t)$ is defined as the composition match between the substrings $p$ and $t$ of $P$ and $T$ as well as the single character match between $P$ and $T$. The task is to find the best scoring alignment.

For example, let $P = GACTGTATTCCCTA$ and $T = GCATGTGGGGATCC$ be two strings over the alphabet $\Sigma = (A,C,G,T)$. One possible composition alignment for $P$ and $T$ is:

\[
\begin{align*}
GACTGTATTCCCTA \\
CGATGTGGGGATCC
\end{align*}
\]
Here, the characters in bold are used to depict exact single character matches and substring composition matches are represented by underlined substrings. Note that composition matches can occur consecutively in an alignment.

Composition alignment is one of the major applications of jumbled pattern matching. In standard alignment of two strings, each character of one string is matched against every single character of other string. However, in composition alignment matching the substrings that have the same characters are matched against the substring of the other string, even though the order of characters in the string can be different. It is easy to identify the subsequences that contain substrings of similar compositions. In other words, composition alignment is referred as pairing of substrings of exactly matching composition separated by insertions, deletions, or mismatches.

2.3 Mass Spectrometry and SNP Discovery

Jumbled pattern matching can also be used in the field of interpretation of mass spectrometer [2]. It is used to find the strings which have the same spectra. Mass spectra are simulated for every potential sequence and the resulting simulated spectra are then compared against the measured mass spectrum.

A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a variation at a single position in a DNA sequence among individuals. Each SNP represents a difference of a nucleotide in a single DNA. SNPs occur normally throughout a person’s DNA. SNPs are believed to contribute strongly to the genetic variability in living beings. A comparatively new method to discover such polymorphisms is based on base-specific cleavage, where resulting cleavage products are analyzed by mass spectrometry. Simulating the mass spectrum that results from a base-specific cleavage experiment is relatively simple [3] and can be compared with simulating the mass spectrum of a protein.

3 SIMD

SIMD [22] is a type of parallel architecture that allows one instruction to be operated at the same time on multiple data items. Initially, SIMD has been used in multimedia especially in processing images or audio files. SIMD instructions have also found applications in many other areas like crytography. A detailed review of SIMD and its applications is given in [18,20]. Recently, SIMD instructions have also been applied to string matching [27,28].

SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions) [24] comprise of SIMD instruction sets supported by modern processors which are capable of parallel execution of operations on multiple data simultaneously through a set of special instructions that work on limited number of special registers. SIMD instructions use sixteen 128-bit registers known as xmm0, xmm1, …, xmm15. In our algorithms, we use specialized string matching SIMD instructions in addition to standard SIMD instructions.

The SIMD architecture comprises of several aggregation operations that can be applied on strings to process them simultaneously. Some of the aggregation operations that can be used in string processing are equal each, equal any, and ranges. In our approach, we have applied the equal any operation to speed up reading the text. The operation has two input operands which are strings of up to 16 characters. The first string represents a multiset of characters. The second string is the text itself. The output of the operation is a bitvector of 16 bits, where 1 means that the corresponding character in the string belongs to the set and 0 means the opposite.
For instance, let us consider a string \textit{abbc} representing the multiset \{a, b, b, c\} and a string \textit{adcdbeaebefdbce}. The output of the equal any operation is 1010101001000110 in the reverse order.

We have used the following SIMD instructions in our algorithms. The instruction \textit{simd-load} is formally

\[
_mm128i_mm_loadu_si128(_mm128i \text{ const* mem_addr}).
\]

This load instruction for SSE memory operations loads 16 bytes from the address to an SIMD register of the memory location mentioned as a parameter. The instruction, \textit{simd-equal-any}(x, y) is formally

\[
_mm_extract_epi16(_mm_cmpistrm(x, y, _SIDD_CMP_EQUAL_ANY), 0).
\]

The inner instruction has three parameters. The first and second parameters are string fragments with a maximum size of 16 bytes. The third parameter is a constant determining the type of comparison to be performed and the format of value to be returned. In our case, the third parameter is \_SIDD_CMP_EQUAL_ANY. The instruction \_mm_extract_epi16 extracts a selected signed or unsigned 16-bit integer from the first of its parameters.

The instruction \textit{simd-cmpeq}(x, y) is formally

\[
_mm_movemask_epi8(_mm_cmpeq_epi8(_mm128i x, _mm128i y)).
\]

The instruction \_mm_movemask_epi8(_mm128i z) creates a mask from the most significant bit of each 8-bit element in the parameter \(z\) and stores the result. The instruction \_mm128i_mm_cmpeq_epi8(_mm128i x, _mm128i y) compares packed 8-bit integers in \(x\) and \(y\) bytewise for equality and stores the result.

The performance of SIMD instructions depends on the architecture of the processor. The performance of a single instruction is measured by latency and throughput. Latency is the number of cycles taken by the processor to give the desired outcome for the given input. Throughput refers to the number of cycles between subsequent calls of the same instruction. We used processors Intel i7-860 and i5-4250U in our experiments. Their microarchitectures are Nehalem and Haswell [21], respectively. The latency and throughput of the SIMD instructions used in our algorithms for these processors are given in Table 1. One should observe that string matching instructions are slower than ordinary SIMD instructions. For other processors the difference may be still larger. Therefore it is crucial which SIMD instructions an algorithm designer selects for his code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>SIMD instruction</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nehalem</td>
<td>_mm_cmpistrm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_extract_epi16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_cmpeq_epi8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_movemask_epi8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haswell</td>
<td>_mm_cmpistrm</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_extract_epi16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_cmpeq_epi8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_mm_movemask_epi8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Latency and throughput of SIMD instructions for Nehalem and Haswell [23].
4 Earlier Solutions to Jumbled Matching

In this section, we present some earlier solutions for jumbled pattern matching. In recent past, many algorithms have been presented in this area. Grossi & Luccio’s and Navarro’s solutions \cite{17,25,29} are based on the counts of characters occurring in the pattern and in an alignment window. These methods solve this problem in linear time. Navarro’s counting algorithm is based on a sliding window approach.

Ejaz \cite{13} proposed several algorithms for jumbled pattern matching. One of them utilizes backward scanning of the alignment window. Moreover, Burcsi et al. \cite{6} introduced a light indexing approach with linear construction time and with sublinear expected query time.

According to the tests by Chhabra et al. \cite{9}, BAM, BAM2, and EBL are the fastest algorithms of jumbled matching for short English patterns. We use them as reference methods. Below we explain their main ideas.

**BAM.** The BAM (Bit-parallel Abelian Matcher) algorithm was presented by Cantone and Faro \cite{8}. The algorithm applies backward scanning of the alignment window using bit-parallelism. The central idea of this algorithm is to assign a counter to each distinct character of the pattern and to allocate a bit field of a word for each counter. In addition to that, a common one bit counter is reserved for the remaining characters of the alphabet which do not occur in the pattern.

**BAM2.** Chhabra et al. \cite{9} presented BAM2. BAM2 is a variation of BAM that handles a 2-gram at a time. It processes the whole alignment window with 2-grams (except the leftmost character in the case of odd \( m \)). This is beneficial because the alignment window is scanned on average further to the left in jumbled matching than in ordinary string matching. Moreover, 2-grams instead of single characters are read in our implementation of BAM2.

**EBL.** EBL (Exact Backward for Large alphabets) presented by Chhabra et al. \cite{9} is based on the SBNDM2 algorithm \cite{12}. EBL works on a sliding window approach. Characters in the window are read from right to left. EBL shifts the text window from left towards right whenever a mismatch occurs. SBNDM2 is a sublinear bit-parallel algorithm for exact string matching. In EBL, an array \( B \) corresponding to the incidence vector of SBNDM2 states if the character \( c \) is present in the pattern. \( B[c] \) is assigned value 1 if \( c \) is present, otherwise \( B[c] \) is 0. As in SBNDM2, two characters are read before the first test in an alignment window.

5 Equal Any Approach

In Sections 5 and 6 we present two new algorithms. Both solutions apply SIMD instructions in order to filter out a significant portion of text. The first algorithm utilizes the equal any SIMD command.

Let us assume that \( m < 16 \) holds. The width of a test window in the text is 16. The equal any SIMD command returns a bitvector \( k \) of 16 bits showing the positions in the test window which hold any character of the pattern. For example, if the test window is *this is a sample* and the pattern *aeiou*, the vector is:

```
elpmas a si siht
1000100100100100
```
Note that the orientation of the bitvector is the opposite of the text. A match candidate is found if the last $m$ bits of the vector are ones. Note that such a case is only a match candidate because the counts of characters are not analyzed. For example, the string $aaaaa$ is a match candidate for $abcde$.

Algorithm 1 EA($P = p_0p_1\cdots p_{m-1}, T = t_0t_1\cdots t_{n-1}$)

1: Place a copy of $P$ after $T$
2: Call PP($m$)
3: $occ \leftarrow 0; x \leftarrow \text{simd-load}(P)$
4: $shift \leftarrow 1; i \leftarrow 0$
5: while true do
6: \hspace{1em} while $shift > 0$ do
7: \hspace{2em} $y \leftarrow \text{simd-load}(t_i\cdots t_{i+15})$
8: \hspace{2em} $k \leftarrow \text{simd-equal-any}(x, y)$
9: \hspace{2em} $shift \leftarrow d[k]$
10: \hspace{2em} $i \leftarrow i + shift$
11: \hspace{1em} $occ \leftarrow occ + \text{verify}(t_i\cdots t_{i+m-1})$
12: \hspace{1em} if $i = n$ then
13: \hspace{2em} return $occ - 1$
14: \hspace{2em} $i \leftarrow i + 1$

Alg. 1 is the pseudocode of the scanning algorithm EA based on the equal any approach. In EA, we use a table $d$ for shifting the test window. The algorithm applies a skip loop with a stopper, which is a copy of the pattern. A heuristic algorithm called PP to compute $d$ from $m$ is given as Alg. 2. When a block of $m$ ones is found in EA, the window is shifted so that the block is at the right end of the bitvector corresponding to the test window. When a block of $m$ ones is at the right end, a match candidate is found. The entry of $d$ is zero in such a case in order to get out from the skip loop.

Let us study more details of EA. The SIMD register $x$ holds the pattern and the SIMD register $y$ holds a test window of 16 bytes of the text. The registers $x$ and $y$ are processed with the $\text{simd-equal-any}$ operation (see Sect. 3) resulting a 16-bit integer $k$ on line 8. If $d[k] = 0$ holds, a match candidate is found and the inner loop is exited. On line 11 there is a call of a verification routine which verifies the match candidate. Any previous algorithm for jumbled pattern matching (especially BAM, BAM2, or EBL) can be used as a verification method. The variable $occ$ holds the count of matches. The stopper creates a superfluous match which is subtracted from the count on line 13.

Let us consider how the shift table $d$ is computed in PP. The table $d$ is indexed with the 16-bit integer $k$. The computation consists of several subsequent for-loops which are in the decreasing order of shift. This order of computation is essential, because a single entry of $d$ may be assigned several times.
Algorithm 2 PP\(^{(m)}\)

1: \(L \leftarrow 2^{16} - 1; \ b \leftarrow 1 << 15\)
2: \(\text{for } i \leftarrow 0 \text{ to } b - 1 \text{ do}\)
3: \(d[i] \leftarrow 16\)
4: \(a \leftarrow b; \ b \leftarrow 3 << 14\)
5: \(\text{for } x \leftarrow 15 \text{ downto } 16 - m \text{ do}\)
6: \(\text{for } i \leftarrow a \text{ to } b - 1 \text{ do}\)
7: \(d[i] \leftarrow x\)
8: \(a \leftarrow b; \ b \leftarrow b + (1 << (x - 2))\)
9: \(s \leftarrow (1 << m) - 1; \ a \leftarrow s << (15 - m)\)
10: \(b \leftarrow 1 << 15; \ c \leftarrow 1 << (14 - m)\)
11: \(\text{for } x \leftarrow 15 - m \text{ downto } 2 \text{ do}\)
12: \(\text{for } i \leftarrow a \text{ step } b \text{ to } L \text{ do}\)
13: \(\text{for } j \leftarrow 0 \text{ to } c - 1 \text{ do}\)
14: \(d[i + j] \leftarrow x\)
15: \(a \leftarrow a >> 1; \ b \leftarrow b >> 1; \ c \leftarrow c >> 1\)
16: \(\text{for } i \leftarrow a \text{ step } b \text{ to } L \text{ do}\)
17: \(d[i] \leftarrow 1\)
18: \(\text{for } i \leftarrow s \text{ step } s + 1 \text{ to } L \text{ do}\)
19: \(d[i] \leftarrow 0\)

Let us go through the phases of Alg. PP in detail. Let the 16 bits of \(k\) be named by \(k_{15}, k_{14}, \ldots, k_0\). In the beginning, the integer \(b\) corresponds to a bitvector of one followed by 15 zeros. When the leftmost bit \(k_{15}\) is zero, the test window can be shifted 16 positions in the best case (lines 1–3).

On lines 4–8 we consider the case where \(k\) starts with \(16 - x\) ones followed by a zero for \(x = 15, 14, \ldots, 16 - m\). Then the shift is \(x\). For example, the shift for 111010101001100 is 12 for \(m > 4\).

On lines 9–15 we consider the case where \(k\) holds a block of \(m\) ones starting from \(k_{14}, k_{13}, \ldots\) or \(k_{m+1}\). The loop for \(x\) traverses all the possible locations of the block of \(m\) ones. The loop for \(i\) traverses all bit combinations of the first \(16 - x - m\) bits. The loop for \(j\) traverses all bit combinations of the last \(x - 1\) bits. For example, in the computation of \(d[0011111101000100]\) for \(m = 6, a = 0011111100000000, b = 0100000000000000, c = 0000000100000000,\) and \(x = 8\).

When the block of \(m\) ones ends at \(k_1\), the shift is one and it is computed in a single loop (lines 16–17). When the block of \(m\) ones ends at \(k_0\), a match candidate is found, and this is expressed as assigning a zero to all such entries (lines 18–19)

6 Least Frequent Character Approach

Our second approach was developed for natural language. We use SIMD instructions to analyze whether a test window of 16 bytes holds the least frequent character of the pattern. The frequency of characters is based on the text or on the language.

Alg. 3 is the pseudocode of the scanning algorithm LF based on the least frequent character approach. On line 11 there is a call of a search routine which searches a block of up to \(2m + 14\) characters. Any previous algorithm for jumbled pattern matching (especially BAM, BAM2, or EBL) can be used as a search method. The parameter \(R\) is an array containing 16 bytes, each of which holding the least frequent character. The SIMD register \(x\) holds \(R\) and the SIMD register \(y\) holds a test window of 16 bytes of the text. The registers \(x\) and \(y\) are compared by the simd-cmpeq operation (see Sect. 3) on line 6. The algorithm applies a skip loop with a stopper, which is a
Algorithm 3 LF($P = p_0 p_1 \cdots p_{m-1}, T = t_0 t_1 \cdots t_{n-1}, R$)

1: Place a copy of $P$ after $T$
2: $occ \leftarrow 0; i \leftarrow 0; f \leftarrow 0$
3: $x \leftarrow simd\text{-}load(R)$
4: while true do
5:   $y \leftarrow simd\text{-}load(t_i \cdots t_{i+15})$
6:   while $simd\text{-}cmpeq(x, y) = 0$ do
7:     $i \leftarrow i + 16$
8:   $y \leftarrow simd\text{-}load(t_i \cdots t_{i+15})$
9:   if $f < i - m + 1$ then
10:      $f \leftarrow i - m + 1$
11:      $occ = occ + search(t_f \cdots t_{i+15+m-1})$
12:   $f \leftarrow i + 16$
13:   if $f \geq n$ then
14:      return $occ - 1$
15:   else
16:      $i \leftarrow i + 16$

Copy of the pattern. As in Alg. EA, the stopper creates a superfluous match which is
subtracted from the count on line 14.

We use an additional variable $f$ to control the starting position of a block. If the
previous block has been skipped then the leftmost possible starting position for a
match is $i + m - 1$. Otherwise the leftmost possible starting position for a match is $i$.
Without such control, we would get a wrong number of matches, because there could
be matches which would belong to two blocks.

7 Experiments

The tests were run on Intel 2.70 GHz i7-860 Nehalem processor with 16 GB of memory.
All the algorithms were implemented in the C programming language and run in the
64-bit mode in the testing framework of Hume and Sunday [19]. We used two types
of data for testing the algorithms. The protein text is 3 MB long and English text
(KJV Bible) is 4 MB long. Both the texts were taken from the Smart corpus [15].
From both the texts, we picked six sets of 200 patterns with lengths $m = 4, 5, \ldots, 10$.

We tested the EA and LF algorithm schemes with BAM, BAM2, and EBL as
the checking subroutine, i.e. six new algorithms. From these we selected LF-BAM2,
EA-BAM2, and EA-EBL for further consideration. BAM, BAM2, and EBL were our
reference methods. The running time of the PP algorithm for the EA scheme was
about 10 ms.

In our tests we applied BAM2 without the bin sharing technique [9]. For patterns
having at most 10 characters we do not require to use shared bins in the 64-bit
architecture. One bit is reserved for characters which are not present in the pattern
and five bits are enough for each bin.

Tables 2 and 3 present the average execution times in seconds for English and
protein data, respectively. The results were retrieved as an average of ninety nine
runs. The best execution times are highlighted by placing them in a box.

In Table 2 the execution time of the best one of the new algorithms is 17–33
percent less than the best time for earlier algorithms for $4 \leq m \leq 9$. EA-BAM2 is
fastest for short patterns of length 4 and 5. LF-BAM2 performs best for the remaining
pattern lengths except 10, where BAM2 has best execution time.
The results in Table 3 for protein data show that the EA algorithm scheme is competitive in comparison with the previous algorithms. The EA scheme works best in case of short length patterns of length less than $7$. EA-BAM2 is fastest for pattern lengths 4 and 6. EA-EBL performs best for $m = 5$. For the remaining pattern lengths BAM2 performs best. The LF algorithm scheme was not competitive for protein data.

We also performed the same tests on an Haswell processor (i5-4250U) for English and protein data. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. In Table 4 the algorithm LF-BAM2 is a clear winner for all the pattern lengths except for $m = 8$ and 10. For certain pattern lengths such as $m = 4, 5, 6$, the speed up is more than twenty percent. For protein data (Table 5), EBL and BAM2 are the winners. However, LF-BAM2 is better than BAM2 for $m = 4, 5$ and better than EBL for $m = 6, \ldots, 10$.

The Haswell processor has the AVX2 support, which enables 32-byte SIMD computation. We compared the 32-byte version of LF-BAM2 with the 16-byte version for pattern lengths $m = 4, 5, \ldots, 16$. In every case, the 16-byte version was slightly faster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>BAM</th>
<th>BAM2</th>
<th>EBL</th>
<th>LF-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-EBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1918</td>
<td>1.4221</td>
<td>0.7274</td>
<td>0.6119</td>
<td>0.6195</td>
<td>0.5344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1942</td>
<td>0.7561</td>
<td>0.7364</td>
<td>0.5732</td>
<td>0.5903</td>
<td>0.5603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.1037</td>
<td>0.5473</td>
<td>0.6891</td>
<td>0.4515</td>
<td>0.4859</td>
<td>0.5321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0116</td>
<td>0.4207</td>
<td>0.6502</td>
<td>0.3611</td>
<td>0.4809</td>
<td>0.5114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9521</td>
<td>0.3711</td>
<td>0.6267</td>
<td>0.4515</td>
<td>0.4809</td>
<td>0.5114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9035</td>
<td>0.3217</td>
<td>0.6257</td>
<td>0.2686</td>
<td>0.4791</td>
<td>0.5031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8671</td>
<td>0.3005</td>
<td>0.6345</td>
<td>0.3133</td>
<td>0.4803</td>
<td>0.4945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Execution times of algorithms (in seconds) for English data on Nehalem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>BAM</th>
<th>BAM2</th>
<th>EBL</th>
<th>LF-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-EBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6772</td>
<td>0.9947</td>
<td>0.4573</td>
<td>0.3307</td>
<td>0.3431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6913</td>
<td>0.5511</td>
<td>0.4245</td>
<td>0.3203</td>
<td>0.3119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6567</td>
<td>0.4255</td>
<td>0.3915</td>
<td>0.3214</td>
<td>0.3221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5942</td>
<td>0.3167</td>
<td>0.3718</td>
<td>0.3203</td>
<td>0.3341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5732</td>
<td>0.2545</td>
<td>0.3511</td>
<td>0.4115</td>
<td>0.3315</td>
<td>0.3472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.5512</td>
<td>0.2025</td>
<td>0.3614</td>
<td>0.3405</td>
<td>0.3411</td>
<td>0.3512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5441</td>
<td>0.1798</td>
<td>0.4013</td>
<td>0.3792</td>
<td>0.3497</td>
<td>0.3623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Execution times of algorithms (in seconds) for Protein data on Nehalem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>BAM</th>
<th>BAM2</th>
<th>EBL</th>
<th>LF-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-EBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.8640</td>
<td>2.3047</td>
<td>1.0800</td>
<td>0.7608</td>
<td>0.8158</td>
<td>0.8468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8643</td>
<td>1.1992</td>
<td>0.9686</td>
<td>0.7261</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.9297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7281</td>
<td>0.7698</td>
<td>0.9083</td>
<td>0.5581</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.9297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5944</td>
<td>0.6541</td>
<td>0.8801</td>
<td>0.4401</td>
<td>0.7945</td>
<td>0.9921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.3017</td>
<td>0.3906</td>
<td>0.7258</td>
<td>0.3921</td>
<td>0.7192</td>
<td>0.8114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2395</td>
<td>0.3886</td>
<td>0.7490</td>
<td>0.2929</td>
<td>0.7294</td>
<td>0.8555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.1960</td>
<td>0.3356</td>
<td>0.7636</td>
<td>0.3552</td>
<td>0.7247</td>
<td>0.8994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Execution times of algorithms (in seconds) for English data on Haswell.
Table 5. Execution times of algorithms (in seconds) for Protein data on Haswell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>BAM</th>
<th>BAM2</th>
<th>EBL</th>
<th>LF-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-BAM2</th>
<th>EA-EBL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8944</td>
<td>1.0338</td>
<td>0.4533</td>
<td>0.4776</td>
<td>0.4978</td>
<td>0.4912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8112</td>
<td>0.6251</td>
<td>0.4096</td>
<td>0.4519</td>
<td>0.4872</td>
<td>0.4880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7776</td>
<td>0.3541</td>
<td>0.4067</td>
<td>0.3870</td>
<td>0.4929</td>
<td>0.5227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7430</td>
<td>0.3230</td>
<td>0.4076</td>
<td>0.3467</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.5583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7228</td>
<td>0.2271</td>
<td>0.4078</td>
<td>0.3549</td>
<td>0.5036</td>
<td>0.5676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.7066</td>
<td>0.2255</td>
<td>0.4234</td>
<td>0.3467</td>
<td>0.5096</td>
<td>0.5889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.6952</td>
<td>0.1809</td>
<td>0.4540</td>
<td>0.3549</td>
<td>0.5153</td>
<td>0.6388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Concluding Remarks

We introduced improved solutions for exact jumbled pattern matching based on the SIMD architecture. These algorithms are an outcome of a long series of experimentation. We developed and tested also some other algorithms using SIMD instructions but only the best are shown in this paper. Especially, it was hard to develop fast jumbled matching algorithms for $m > 16$. It should be realized that if the latency of the used SIMD instructions would improve in future processors, the running times of the algorithms will respectively change.
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